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The patented 3DSens technology is a so�ware solu�on allowing to detect faces, hands 
and/or fingers through a single webcam or front camera, already fi�ed on every 
smartphones, tablets and computers. 

The so�ware allows to detect and track a finger from one hand and their movements to 
emulate the mouse. To reach this result, many innova�ve images processing and images 
filters had to be developed. 

3DSens®: 
     The so�ware solu�on for detec�on and tracking

The developed algorithms allow to capture a maximum of moving datas on an image to 
extract the chosen elements. The applica�ons listed above show a detec�on of a finger 
and a hand but it is also possible to detect and track a head, a body or any other form we 
would have chosen in any prior no�ce.

The algorithms can also be used with an infrared or thermal camera for night vision or in 
low-light environment.

Play your favorites applica�ons

Emulate the mouse of your computer

Interact with your presenta�ons

Control your media players (music and video)
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Applica�ons of 3DSens technology:

With the advent of the 3-dimensional display, detec�on technologies in three dimensions are 
becoming unavoidable. Indeed, the perceived objects in relief can be manipulated in space 
and enhance the overall interac�on between the user and its environment. 

Several markets are targeted with Sequeris’ 3DSens (non-exhaus�ve list) :
 - Mul�media market:  televisions, music centres, smartphones, digital tablets,...
 - Video games' market:  joys�cks
 - Home automa�on market:  support for disabled people
 - Robo�c market: 3D detec�on of objects, detec�on of obstacles
 - Digital signage: dynamic shop window displays, LCD communica�on screens
 - Professional field : interac�ve slideshow

Through its original algorithms, 3D-Sens cons�tutes a breakthrough technology offering wide 
perspec�ves to be used in many consump�on products.

3DSens is a unique and patented technology allowing a form detec�on (faces, hands, 
fingers…) and a precise form tracking through a single camera thanks to specific 
algorithms of image processing, allowing a dynamic contactless interac�on between the 
user and the shop window. 

This technology works without specific hardware: a single front camera and the 3DSens 
so�ware are sufficient. 

What is 3DSens?

Google Earth's control

Exemple of gesture 

Google Earth's control


